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United Arab Emirates
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Fax: 971 4 2689559

Arab Link Tourism & Rent A Car L.L.C was founded in 1994 with an Objective to

promote tourism in the Middle East region. The company has grown Rapidly over

the past one decade and art present Arab Link enjoys an extensive international

network of tour operators and suppliers as the industry partners

Since its inceptions to the market, Arab Link has built a reputation on the

personalized service and specialized in offering total solution packages that would

meet the travel needs of the customers form the Middle East region. For the

customers Arab Link not only offers products but provides a hassle free itenary that

can convert their dreams of leisure travel into a memorable and unforgettable

experience. Over the years, Arab Link has served some of the worlds most

discerning clients, from members of royal families, CEO’s, Celebrities and Diplomats

who perpetually expect to be offered the ultimate in luxury with the peak of

professionalism while serving them. Arab Link has successfully met all of their

requirements and gained their recognition as an outstanding service provider in the

region

The team of travel experts is well trained and updated on the latest trends concepts

and customer relationship management techniques to deliver quality services that

would match with the highest standards of the industry .Professionalism, creativity

and attention to details contributed together to the success of Arab Link as a global
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brand which constantly seeks innovative methods to enhance and upgrade products

and services

Providing the optimum value travel services that would meet the requirements of

the respective markets was set as one of the visions of the organization since the

first day Arab Link was established as a Tourism organization .Towards achieving

this goal, Arab Link has embarked on an endeavor to develop an online reservation

system that would enhance supply and distribution systems. This is primarily

targeted to enable the agent’s clients to interact with online data and make

reservations and receive confirmations on real time basis

Along the road, Arab Link has been the recipient of numerous awards and citations

Including the service Excellence award from Dubai Economic Department and hotel

awards for outstanding, performance. Though these recognitions are the rewards to

professionalism, the smile followed by “Thank You” from the customers constantly

Motivate the team of Arab Link to excel in their service
Our Mission:

To act as the most exceptional to travelers form the Middle East, CIS, Europe and

Asia By providing travel and tourism services sprinkled with Arabian hospitality and

seek to become a Destination Management Company of the world repute
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